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MW satellites �
we can’t see
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(Kim+ 2018)
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corrected velocity function
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predictions from simulations

to capture suppresion in MF 
in hydrodynamic simulations



predictions from simulations

luminous subhalos 
galaxies unsuppressed �

by reionization

Dooley+ 2017, Barber+ 2014
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predictions from simulations
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theory vs. observations

added effect of 
tidal stripping
Penarrubia+ 2010
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theory vs. observations

requires cusps to explain 
velocity function!

too many satellites if severity of 
disk stripping to be believed!



implications for SIDM

suggests SIDM constraints 
of σ*/m ~ 0.3 cm2/g!



corrected velocity function

transition from cores 
to cusps at 1010 M¤

Read+2016, Robles+ 2017



observational uncertainties

older velocity measurements for 
the satellite galaxy Boo II

10.5 ± 7.4 km/s --> 4.4 ± 1.1 km/s

Geha+, private communication
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observational uncertainties

Geha+, private communication

reducing uncertainties on 
velocity measurements 

by a factor of 2

shape of the velocity 
function sensitive to 

uncertainties!
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CDM with baryons does a decent job �

explaining satellite kinematics
but too many satellites with disk stripping
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velocity functions: a summary

shape of corrected velocity function strongly 
dependent velocity uncertainties

more precise measurements needed!

CDM with baryons does a decent job �
explaining satellite kinematics

but too many satellites with disk stripping

SIDM with σ*/m > 0.3 cm2/g disfavored
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Stars in more massive subhalos orbit faster �
(to counteract gravity), thus velocities a proxy for mass!



velocity dispersions, σ*

less massive subhalo more massive subhalo

Stars in more massive subhalos orbit faster �
(to counteract gravity), thus velocities a proxy for central mass!

Stars typically live in the centers of subhalos, and thus are 
sensitive to the presence of central cores vs. cups!


